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Figure 3
between the rings of the antenna.
Having resolved these issues to my own satisfaction, I
decided that the only way to ffnd out the rest of the lacts was to
acnrally build a circuit drat behaved like the circuit in Lakhorsky's
patelt. To do this I had to decide what components to use, as
no parts values are given in the patent. Even if they were, these
parc would not be available today. What io do? ln Figure l,
Laklovsky begirx by powering the primary coil of a traruformer
on DC (direct current) that is rapidly int€rrupted by a device he
callsa "trembler" (V in Figure l). The purpose and finction of
this trembler is to provide a sequence of DC puJsesto the
prirnary of the transformer by mechanically making and breaking the DC power feed to the primary whding. I decided that
one of Klark Kent's 12VDC power supplies&iving the primary
of an automobile ignition coil interrupted by a solid state
transistor circuit was a suitable modem substihrte. It performed
the same fi.urctions that La}hovsky speciffes in ttre patent. I
'acquired'one of Klark Kent's MWO unis from the Borderland
collection and went to work.
Besides ttre ffrst stage power supply driving the primary of
the coil, everything else in the Klark Kent MWO was essentially
a Tesla ctcuit, so I took it apart. I rernoved the high voltage
output coil completely and rewired the capacitors and spark-gap
so that f}ley were in the right place in the circuit according to
'Ihe
Lakhovsky.
Ll and L2 output coils I decided to build, since

no suitable replacements were available. Without ary clear
directiom from the palent about ttre proper dimensioru for these
coils, I actually had to liiz,t about it. Small, tightly wound coils
usually block high frequency signals and, for this reason, are
sometimes called "chokes". Obviously, these coils were not
supposed to be extremely small beca.usepassing a wide spectrum of high frequency currents was their purpose. By cortrast"
one of Tesla's designs speciffes a 2 foot diameter coil set in this
location in the output. But photos of Lakhorsky's MWOs clearly
show no coils that large. I decided io y/ind two coils about 2
inches in dianeter !o begin my experimens. Ll, the primary, I
wound with 7 urrns of bare #18 single strand copper wire. The
hrrns a.reabout lp of an inch apad and stand free in the open
air with no dielectric material or coil form near'by. L2, the
secondary, is only 5 urrns of similar wire and dimension. The h,/o
coils are placed end io end about an incb apart. The ends of L2
are connected to rings I and 2 of the prinied circuit board MWO
anterun developed by Eric Dollard and BSRI, as iUushated in
Lakhovsky's patent. Ll is connected to the capacitor and the
spark-gap.
Awesome! I was ffnally in possession of a reasonable
facsimile of a real Lal<hovsky MWO (Figure 5). I decided to
retain the high voltage diode from the Klark Kent circuit to help
protect the ignition coil from t}re discharge ofthe capacitor. This
was the only deviation from the Lakhovsky cacuit that I made,
and I do notbeheve it negatively afiectsthe quality of the output
siDce it is not in the capacitor discharge loop.] In trembling
anticipation, (not really) I nrmed the rurit ou. Besides tle
irritating noise of the spark-gap, the energy effect coming from
the antenna was very gende and very penetrating. Witbjn 15
minutes, anoticeable relaxation ellect was evident and a gentle
"br.rz" feeling was present fhoughout my body. This experiment, long overdue, begins to coD-6rmmy many speculatioDs
abour tre natrue of Lathowky's MWO and operx up a clea.r,
new direction for fuhue research.
The hyo design changes that this article addressesare: l) the
location of the spark-gap in the circuit and 2) the method of
driving the antenna. ln'lesla's circuis and the Bob Becky'IQark
Kent sryle of MWOs, the spark-gap is driven by lJte inductiae
collapse of t]re secondary coil and the ouput prirDary coil is
capacitively coupled m fhis source ofoscillations. In Lakhovsky's
circuit, the inductive collapse of the secondary coil chargestlle
capacitor ard the mlacitor discharge drives the spark-gap direcdy rhrough the primary of the output coil. This difference has
never been discussedbefore and I believe it to be important. A
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Flgure 5
capacitor discharge creaies a very difierent kind of "spark" than
an inductive collapse. (Anyone not understanding this should
watch the 6rst 20 minutes of the BSRF video Free Energy
Research,Init
Eric Dollard demonstratesboth inductive and
capacitive arcs ald discnsses the differences betrveen them.)
The Becl,rKent sgvle of MWO uses the circuit primarily as a
source ofhigh voltage to produce arcing bet'aeen the rings of the
antenna. The various lengths of sparks at the antenna become
the source of the wide spectrum offrequenciesproduced by the
device.While thismethod mayproduce the requted wide band
of emissions,it \easnot the method Lakhorsky was working on.
The patent is dear ou this poin! Lakhorsky envisioned the
capaciior discharge as the source of his wide spectrum of
ftequencies and dre multi-ringed antenna as a resonator s)€tem
to draw out even more aad higher harmonics by induction. As
uual, the simple ueation of multiple frequencies is not enough.
The subtle naoue ofthese frequenciesand how they are created
is also inporta-ol
Many experimens need to be tried on all of the possible
nethods of drivmg the anterma that are covered by the patent.
Beyond tbat, the patent describes using or y one antenn4
whereas all of the photos of Lakhovsky's MWOs show him rsing
hvo antennas. The exact alterura hook-up is still urknowrt. I
have no*' &iven the altenna bodr electro+tatically, asspeciffed
in the patent (ngrue 5), and electromagnetically by eliminating
ECG5r3
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Ll & I2 and direcdy connecting the outer ring of the anteDnain
the place ofLl (Figure 6). The efiects subjectively seem shonger
in the direct connectionmode, but both are gende and penetrating. I have also driven two phi ratio spiral anteryras ill the
elechcstatic mode facing each otler, each spiral connecied at
its center to one end of [2 (Figue 7). The effectsin the space
behveenthe two antennasare tJremostpowerfrrl I have seenyet.
While use of these golden section spirals is a deviafon from
Lakhorsky's designs, the conffguration of usitrg two antennas to
set up an area of high frequency electrostatic oscillatioDs
between them was his intent, it seems.The effect in the area
between lhe anterurasis quite skong and lends credence to the
'l-esla
electro-static mode of operation,
also experimented with
the
which
he called terminals (t)
this method of driving
antennas
as shown in Figure 8. He used large copper plates for these
terminals, and assuch, did not expect them to augment the total
frequenry response of tle s)stem as Lakhovsky djd with his
multi-ringed antelmas. My experiments suggestthat when using
one antenn4 the electro-magnetic hook-up is t}le shongest, asin
Lakhorsky's RCO chcuis. When using two ant€nnas, the
electastatic hook-up is the strongesl as in Lakhorsky's MWO
circuits.
In futrue articles, I plan to address the construction of a real
Lakhowky MWO anbnnamade from copper tubes stspended
on silk threads asspecified in the patent. I believe that the copper
rings, rurencumbered by fie proximiy of any dielectric material, will be able to 'ring' Aeely up into the very high harmonics
La.khorsky euvisioned. Thls could be the 6nal 'improvement'
necessary to get us all the way back to where Lakhorsky was in
1931.The design for the real MWO may have been with us all
along. Sometimes the most obvious things take the longest.
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